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Author's response to reviews:

To Journal Editor
BMC Public Health

In agreement with the co-authors, we have revised the manuscript according to Your suggestions.

We hope that this revision meets with your final approval, and that the manuscript is now suitable for publication in “BMC Public Health”. Below we have provided the additional information required together with the comment.

Best regards,
Walter Mazzucco

Please document within your manuscript if the data you have used is openly available. If it is not openly available, please document the name of the ethics committee which approved its use.

The study does not meet the definition of "research on human subjects" and review by an ethics committee was not required. We have provided additional information about data availability and we have modified the text as required (Methods section, third paragraph): “This study employed in part vital statistics that are publicly available, and in part information pertaining to deceased individuals that was collected through hospital chart reviews.”